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Abstract The design and development of holonic manufacturing systems requires careful, and sometimes risky,
decision making to ensure that they will successfully satisfy
the demands of an ever-changing market. In this paper, the
authors propose a methodology for a holonic manufacturing
systems requirement analysis that is based on a virtual
reality approach and aimed at assisting designers of such
systems along the entire systems design and development
process. Exploiting virtual reality helps the user collect
valid information quickly and in a correct form by putting
the user and the information support elements in direct
relation with the operation of the system in a more realistic
environment. A prototype software system tool is designed
to realise the features outlined in each phase of the
methodology. A virtual manufacturing environment for
matching the physical and the information model domains
is utilised to delineate the information system requirements
of holonic manufacturing systems implementation. A set of
rules and a knowledge base is appended to the virtual
environment to remove any inconsistency that could arise
between the material and the information flows during the
requirement analysis.
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1 Introduction
In recent years the manufacturing industry has been strongly
impacted by globalisation, which has resulted in increased
global competition. This manufacturing competition has acted
as a driving force for employing the latest manufacturing
systems that have better capabilities to help enterprises
increase their agility. Examples of such manufacturing
systems include today’s so-called flexible manufacturing
systems as well as many predecessors such as computer
integrated manufacturing implementations dating back to the
1980s. A major disadvantage of many traditional manufacturing systems was that they suffered from limitations in terms
of scalability, robustness and re-configurability due to their
traditionally centralised control architectures [1].
In order to better address and meet the requirements of
agile manufacturing, research in the area of manufacturing
systems control has shifted from traditional centralised
approaches to the development of distributed control
architectures that range from hierarchical structures to
non-hierarchical or ‘heterarchical’ structures [1]. In this
regard, the concept of the so-called holonic manufacturing
system (HMS) has been suggested as an intelligent
manufacturing paradigm aimed at organising and controlling
manufacturing-related activities with greater agility,
scalability and fault tolerance [2, 3]. In industrial
production environments, the main advantages of holonic
manufacturing systems over traditional ones are the
distributed computational operations as opposed to a centralised control algorithm, distributed decision making capabilities, as well as an autonomous cooperation between intelligent
system entities. This is a key characteristic that does not exist
in traditional manufacturing control systems [4].
Over the past decade a number of mainly empirical
activities have been going on in the arena of HMS develop-
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ment [5]. However, there still is no standard approach for
companies to develop their holonic manufacturing systems
as they often have unique and proprietary operational
strategies and practices [5]. This fact implies the key
importance of a company specific requirement analysis,
which is precise and accurate, as the first stage of any
HMS development process. Simply put, a requirement
analysis (RA) is the process of the discovery, refinement,
model building and specification of the information within
the problem domain. The importance of requirements
analysis has been emphasised by a number of authors as
an essential step leading to the successful implementation
of manufacturing systems [5–8]. It is stated that acquiring
valid specification of system requirements has an increased
influence on productivity output of operations and manufacturing performance [7, 8].
The emphasis on the holonic manufacturing system
requirements analysis has led to the development of a number
of methodologies and methods based on software engineering
principles. More recent literature refers to ANEMONA which
employs the multi-agent system methodology for HMS
modelling requirements [9].
From the research side, several information modelling
methods have been utilised for HMS information modelling.
Blanc et al. [10] exploited unified modelling language
(UML) for modelling static and dynamic behaviour of the
system. Moreover, Giret and Botti [5] extended INGENIAS models (a multi-agent systems (MAS) methodology
for complex systems) to model and analyse the HMS
requirements.
Structured analysis diagrams have been the principal tool
used in the aforementioned methods for requirements
modelling and analysing. In addition, these methods do
not provide a means to validate the models, which is a
desirable way to identify errors and problems in the early
stage of system modelling [11].
Wand and Weber [12] have indicated that the highquality representation, both static and dynamic phenomena
of the system, can facilitate early detection and correction
of the system development errors. According to Gerstenfeld
and Roberts [13], 70% of small- and medium-sized enterprises used some form of process flow charting in support
of the design process, and only 20% used a system design
suggested in the literature or by the consulting firms. It has
been stated that extensive and heavy documentation, lack of
a communication between the user and the system analyst
and loss of interest by management has been major
drawbacks in preventing an effective realisation of the
system [14].
Simulation and animation have emerged as effective
means for relieving such problems by helping the system
developer in better understanding and verifying the behaviour of a desired system. Model animation is not always
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user-friendly. The standard technique of model animation is
based on highlighting the current state of the model, which
in turn is represented by the notations of the supported
modelling languages. Nontechnical users, who are not
familiar with systems engineering modelling languages,
might experience difficulty in reading and interpreting such
animations. Surveys show that the simulation capabilities of
commercial tools have similar characteristics [15, 16]. They
support users in understanding the process characteristics
but often suffer from limitations in the detailed analysis
necessary for accurate system adoption and in capturing
visual details of implementation. They simply fall short in
examining requirements that are specific to the equipment
and physical configuration.
Virtual reality (VR) can be considered a solution for such
problems, as the user and the information support elements are
put in direct relation with the operation of the system in a
realistic environment. VR, a synthetic environment providing
a sense of reality and an impression of ‘being there’, has been
increasingly employed in various applications of design and
manufacturing. Such applications include computer-aided
design (CAD), tele-robotics, assembly planning, manufacturing system visualisation and simulation [17, 18].
Over the last decade VR has also been utilised for
modelling specific types of manufacturing environments,
which has led to what today is known as virtual factory. A
virtual factory can be defined as a computer-based simulation
of a real manufacturing system that provides users with valid
results on manufacturing system-related operations [19]. The
virtual factory approach is widely accepted as a useful tool
for facilitating user’s access and understanding of manufacturing processes and operations [18]. The use of VR for
simulating manufacturing systems gives engineers and/or
trainers an opportunity to play a pro-active role in identifying
flaws and optimising aspects of manufacturing processes and
activities [20]. In addition, simulation and visualisation
environments are often advocated as a cost-effective means
of improving manufacturing productivity by defining and
validating the most appropriate configuration and architecture for any given manufacturing system without really
implementing it into the current manufacturing operations
[21, 22].
Several commercial software packages have been developed for VR in manufacturing applications (e.g. VisFactoryTMDELMIATM). The VisFactory tool provided by
Engineering Animation Inc. consists of modules for
designing, analysing, comparing and improving factory
layouts with respect to material flow. Through the VisFactory tool, alternative facility designs are generated by
entering relevant data and related information such as flow
distances, handling cost and adjacency scores. The DELMIA package, released by Dassault Systems, provides
authoring applications that include platforms to develop
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and create a virtual manufacturing environment to address
process planning, cost estimation, factory layout, ergonomics,
robotics, machining, inspection, factory simulation and
production management. The overall goal is to support the
roadmap towards the data integrated ‘digital manufacturing
enterprise’. However, packages such as DELMIA and
VisFactory, which support VR-based simulations, do not fully
cover applications regarding the information modelling for
requirement analysis.
In this context, information modelling tools enhanced with
VR, which is the main scope of the current paper, are
potentially useful for supporting the user in planning and
visualising the manufacturing system. The integration of VR
into information modelling helps to improve information
requirements analysis for HMS implementations by avoiding
some of the shortcomings of the commercial modelling and
simulation tools as stated above.
In this paper, a VR-based modelling methodology for the
requirement analysis stage of HMS development is proposed.
A desktop VR system allows for users and information
support elements to be in direct relation with the operation of
the system in a more realistic environment. The prospective
user not only gets a verbal or diagrammatic description but
also gains the capability to practice familiar tasks in a carefully
imitated operating environment. Using VR in RA can be
considered an interactive simulation environment conveying
the data in a form the user is accustomed to treating;
while it is responding to the specific habits of the user.
This methodology makes use of VR for requirements
analysis in order to answer the following questions:
1. How to define an innovative method to understand
complex systems such as HMS?
2. How to enhance the understanding of the system and
communication consistency between system analyst
and user?
For realising the features outlined in each phase of the
methodology, a VR-HMRA prototype tool is designed and
developed as a software system and an illustrative example
using a firm in the die-casting industry is presented. A
significant aspect of the research presented here is to use
innovative methods for HMS development by introducing VR
in order to reinforce the conventional methods in requirement
analysis. Another aim is to maximise the degree of agility and
produce a precise and accurate requirement analysis for each
phase of the development process that may finally lead to an
increased performance of the plant.
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implementation of desired HMS goals. A typical manufacturing system is conceptualised as composed of two
complementary domains: the physical system domain and
the information system domain. The physical system is
concerned with the physical structure and flow of materials
within the enterprise. The information system covers the
functions ranging from the highest level of strategic
planning of the business activities to the lowest level of
the manufacturing cell level. However, in this paper our
focus is on the manufacturing-related tasks alone. As
shown in Fig. 1, the proposed methodology comprises the
following phases: (I) conceptualization phase, (II) implementation phase and (III) analysis phase, including the
specifying of the HMS information requirements. The
conceptualisation phase is intended to construct the initial
models. In the implementation phase, the to-be modelling is
constructed. Finally, in the last phase, HMS information
requirements will be analysed and specified.
A potential surrogate approach for the development of
holonic manufacturing systems is that of multi-agent systems.
Multi-agent systems are well understood and provides clear
and unambiguous analysis and design guidelines for HMS
modelling [5]. The MAS paradigm possesses special features
for modelling intelligent systems, including autonomy,
rationality, reactivity, pro-activeness, adaptability, mobility
and benevolence, which enables the realisation of complex
systems with intelligent behaviour. Due to similarities
between holonic and agent-based concepts and the fact that
complete multi-agent system methodologies are readily
available, the development and implementation of HMSs is
often done based on MAS technology [5].
Many researchers have pointed out that holons and agents
are very similar concepts [23]. However, some extensions
must be considered in the MAS methodology to model the
HMS requirements in an appropriate way. These are: “holon
recursive structure, system abstraction levels and a mixed
top-down and bottom-up approach in design and analysis
process” [23]. Moreover, the availability of complete MAS
methodologies makes such technology suitable for HMS
modelling and implementation, in such a way that, the
holons and their interactions are modelled and simulated
throughout the agents [5, 10, 24]. Motivated by above
consideration, MAS approach is adopted for modelling
HMS for both physical and informational system domain
in the presented methodology. Consequently, henceforth
in this document the term agent will be referred to as
holon.
2.1 Information system domain development

2 Overall methodology
The proposed methodology emphasises the issue of
information integration as the key factor in the design and

The prerequisite for performing a thorough system requirement specification is the development of a model of the
system. The model is a description of manufacturing-related
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Fig. 1 The overall methodology

tasks in the factory and corresponding activities. A wellknown and widely used adopted notion for designing,
specifying, visualising, constructing and documenting
artefacts of a MAS is the agent unified modelling language
(AUML) [25, 26].

Agent UML (AUML) is a graphical modelling language
that is being standardised by the Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents Modelling Technical Committee (Modelling
TC) [27] and has been proposed as an extension of UML.
The most important advantages of choosing AUML for
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MAS modelling are that different diagram types allow
different aspects or viewpoints of a system to be modelled
(functional, static and dynamic view), and that there is
extensive experiences in applying AUML to real-world
systems design [28–30]. In addition, AUML is widely used
in industrial software projects and users who are familiar
with UML will not have any difficulties understanding
understand AUML. Furthermore, UML 2.2 [31] already
contains many of the agent-related features that AUML
requires. We adhere to the notation standards of AUML in
the agent-oriented analysis. The agent-oriented framework of
the methodology for development of information system
domain is realised in four stages: (modelling diagrams from
a die-casting factory case study is used to illustrate the stages
and due to space constraint, diagrams are represented at a
high level of abstractions):
Stage 1: At this stage the primary requirements are elicited
in order to define the requirements set and problem
domain. The main goal of this stage is to
decompose the system in order to identify the
initial agents. Some guidelines have been defined
to help analysts with requirements elicitation.
These are:
&
&
&
&
&

Pre-conditions
Main flow of events
Alternative flows
Exceptional flows
Post-conditions

Stage 2: Developing an agent-class diagram based on
the elicited information of the previous stage
(Fig. 2), which represents autonomy and goaldriven execution of each agent [32]. This stage
provides a template for the agent’s overall
structure. Figure 3 shows a sample of an
agent-class. The following steps are used for
completing this stage:
a. Group and role assignment
Each agent is assigned a group/groups and delineated
different roles to plays. This step provides a template for the
agent’s overall structure. Figure 3 shows a sample of an
agent-class definition that was used in this study.
a. Service description
Different services that an agent—groups, roles or the
agent itself—can provide are described. These services are
supported by related protocols to facilitate information
exchange.
b. Events
In this step, all the events, which an agent participates in
within its environment, are compiled.
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c. Knowledge
Knowledge corresponds to the general description of the
agent.
d. Protocol description
Protocols facilitate information exchange. Protocols can
be extracted from the service definition and roles.

Stage 3: Designing interaction protocol diagrams, which
represent valid sequences of messages between
agents. Interaction protocol diagrams contain the
participant’s interactions along with message
sequences [32]. Figure 3 illustrates three participants from the die-casting factory example.
Stage 4: Designing activity diagrams to define and
integrate goals, plans and actions within the
agent shell and to provide a record of events
following the order in which they occurred [32].
Action is the primary unit in a goal, which
corresponds to specific task that the agent must
carry out to achieve its objectives (see Fig. 5).
Agent-class, interaction protocol and activity
diagrams cover all relevant system views.
2.2 Physical system domain development
The physical system domain development focuses on
building a “virtual factory” in a MAS platform. The basic
agents in the modelled factory are to be defined first, before
designing and integrating the basic components. Next, the
events agents are described. The event description is the
characterization of tasks by agents in VR under specific
rules and conditions. All the operations have their own
visualisation in the VR environment. These operations
are defined by appropriate motion elements. Behaviour
description constitutes the simulation of the agents in a
VR environment given the assigned operations. For
instance, when the die machine receives the proceed order()
command, the assigned operations producing part on this
case, should be visualised. The molten metal should be seen
poured into the die machine and then gradually injected into
the mould and eventually unloading the produced part.
In the context of utilising virtual reality for holonic
manufacturing systems implementation, Bal and Hashemipour [33] present a virtual reality-based methodology for
enhancing the implementation process of holonic control
systems in manufacturing practice. They introduce a virtual
holonic factory, which integrates VR-based modelling with
an agent-based platform in order to realise a holonic
manufacturing control system within a discrete event
simulation environment.
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Fig. 2 Agent-class diagram of the die-casting factory

2.3 Conceptual phase: building the initial models
The methodology is based on the PROSA architecture [34]
for HMS development. Therefore, a generic requirements
model is necessary and helpful in the first step. This helps
by decomposing the system in order to identify the basic
holons and to provide an initial holon and holarchy
specification from the physical and informational point of
views of PROSA. The physical view defines the resource
holons. For instance, the manufacturing equipment comprising the machines material handling equipment such as
Robots, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), forklifts, etc,
are regarded as the basic resource holons. The information
view supports the development of the information model of
the domain analysed at the requirements definition stage.
This involves the flow of the information through the
enterprise. The following example exemplifies this information: product holon contains the process and product
information to assure the correct making of the product
with sufficient quality; order holon holds all the knowledge

related to the all the tasks in the manufacturing system; staff
holon provides assistance to the other holons in performing
their tasks.
As-is modelling includes two main activities, namely the
creation of the as-is virtual reality model and as-is
information model. The as-is VR model consists of a
dynamic VR model of the manufacturing system under
analysis. The VR model is constructed in a way to represent
the current physical configuration and operations within the
factory. The VR model can be constructed either by
selecting a reference model from the VR factory model or
by using virtual object libraries, which provide virtual
objects of the manufacturing shop floor elements. Virtual
objects can be dragged into the virtual environment from
the virtual object libraries. The virtual objects can also be
assigned attributes, list of events that can be requested,
conditions and the ways each object reacts. The virtual
reference models are previously created generic shop floors.
A number of virtual factories are prepared as a virtual
reference model and a knowledge base to help the user
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Fig. 3 Interaction protocol diagram of the die-casting factory

select the related virtual factory as a virtual reference
model. A similar approach was adopted by Xu et al. [35]
for the construction of a virtual environment using a
reference model and a knowledge base.
The selection of the reference VR model of the
factory is carried out through a multi-dimensional
selection scheme introduced by McCarthy and Fernandes
[36]. The scheme is implemented in a way that the user
defines the proper specifications of the manufacturing
system according to elicited information regarding prerequirements of the manufacturing system. Once the
reference model is selected, candidate objects can be used in
constructing the as-is model. The creation of the shop floor
with necessary details in the VR environment is the result of
the as-is VR modelling.
Figure 4 shows the construction process of the as-is model.
Analysis starts with the communication of the analyst and the
user, and then the analyst gets help from the knowledge base
system to select a proper generic model. Once the model is
selected the analyst refers to the virtual object libraries to
complete the details. Analysis continues until the user and the
analyst agree on a satisfactory representation.

The next process is to construct the reference information
model using AUML, getting help from a typical operation in
the virtual environment. This is performed with the active
involvement of the user. The process repeats until the user and
the analyst agree on a satisfactory representation. As-is AUML
models represent a situation as it exists in practice. That is, the
interrelation between activities, information and facilities that
make up the system. An as-is AUML model can be created
from the VR environment. The virtual setup of the factory
under analysis is translated onto an AUML model. A set of the
AUML reference model archives (agent-class, interaction
protocol, activity diagrams) enables quick progress at this
stage of the process. AUML models established through the
VR representation are the outcome of interactive communication between the analyst and the user over the VR objects.
Two sets of rules are used for the consistency checks
of the AUML diagrams [37]. The first set is referred to by the
name of the message: “Name of the message in interaction
protocol diagrams must match an event in receiver agentclass”. The second set is related to the direction of the
message: “Calling direction of the message must match an
association”.
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Fig. 4 Construction process of the as-is model

2.4 Implementation phase: to-be model construction
The second phase of this methodology comprises the “to-be”
model of the enterprise, which describes the prospective
information system and its operations. This section is
concerned with the event life cycles (ELCs): the comparative
modification in the matching environment.

The ELCs provide chronologically valid models of the world.
They represent processes and event they are involved in. AUML
activity diagrams are adopted for ELCs representation. Contrary to
agent-class and interaction protocol diagrams, activity diagrams
systemize the life cycle of the events and processes. Hence, the
behavioural descriptions of the agent-oriented framework are
expressed in a wider scope to describe the entire system.
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Events in ELCs are instances of the agents and actions of
the agents. The definition of an event is ‘something of interest
in the problem domain’, or ‘a thing about which information is
held’. Figure 5 shows a sample activity diagram as an ELC
representation of the die-casting factory that was created in
the VR environment, from order received by die machine
agent until order delivered. If there is a condition to
accompany initiation of an order, it is also to be specified.
For example, the arrival of a semi-finished part precedes this
initiation of process by the die machine.
The ELC is designed with necessary details, conditions
and related rules, in such a way that the activation of data
generated from the diagram modifies the data files of the
VR model and AUML diagrams. Hence all the occurrences
defined in the activity diagram can be followed. The
requirements analysis system operates under the control of
the VR and AUML generated data files.
2.5 Third phase: analysing and specifying information
requirements
The focus of the third phase is on the generation of the
data files for the VR shop floor data and AUML models
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data. The information collected from the joint operations
between VR and AUML system models is represented in
a data file in the extensible mark-up language (XML) file
format. XML supports the development of the structure
data entities that contain a high level of the semantic
content, which is both human and machine interpretable
[38–40]. This is widely used as a file format for machine
shop data and information modelled using UML and
manufacturing simulation software [41, 42]. In the
proposed methodology, XML is the encoding mechanism
for the exchange of files between system models and
matching environment, and is hereafter referred to as the
shop data file. The shop data file consists of three groups:
1- Supporting data structures:
&
&
&

Measurement units (time units)
Statistics (standard deviations, average, state time,
running time)
Model references (model name, user, date, time)

2- Manufacturing data structures:
&
&

Element name
Element class

Fig. 5 Activity diagram as event life cycle representation of the die-casting factory
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&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Resources (machines, labours,…)
Processes lists
Events lists
Element failures
Daily schedules
Element busy time
Element idle time

3- Agents negotiations data structures:
&
&
&
&
&

Message name
Start message element
End message element
Start messaging time
End messaging time

As the system models are executed, the information
collected from the system models is transformed into shop

Fig. 6 The matching environment

data files. The shop data file of the information domain is the
main actor of the matching environment; in particular the shop
data file of the interaction protocol diagram is playing an
important role since it contains interaction among instances of
the agents. After the consistency rules are applied to the
interaction protocol diagram, the related shop data file is ready
for the matching environment.
The environment that captures the differences of the two
shop data files is called the matching environment. Discrepancies between operational representation by VR and
informational representation by AUML models can be easily
captured in the matching environment, (i.e. the differences
between the messages, events, roles, actions, etc.). The
overall information requirements of the enterprise can be
specified by analysing the difference between VR and AUML
environments with requirements analysis matching environment. The matching environment can be seen in Fig. 6.
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The virtual HMS environment representing the physical
system basically generates event driven requirements, for
example the proceed order() event raises information needs
for the part production initiation (injecting molten metal,
press into the mould, cool the part, unload part). The
physical domain modelled by the virtual HMS satisfies
control driven inquiries of the information system raised by
the AUML models through releasing a signal, for example
at part completions. There is a reciprocal connection on the
data on both sides. The AUML models are generators of the
control driven requirements (for instance, the release of a
new part to the shop triggered by a schedule) and satisfy
event driven information requirements, like availability of
machine for new product.

3 A prototype tool: virtual reality holonic
manufacturing system requirements analysis
The proposed virtual reality holonic manufacturing system
requirements analysis (VR-HMS-RA) prototype tool has

Fig. 7 A sample screen (GUI) of the prototype tool
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been designed and is currently being developed as a
software system to realise the features outlined in each
phase of the methodology. In this research, the DELMIA™
QUEST package has been utilised for the development and
simulation of the virtual model [43]. The virtual factory in
QUEST consists of the physical models of manufacturing
and material handling equipment, enhanced with the CAD
data containing the 3D animation models. The parts to be
produced along with manufacturing process attributes such
as distributions, constraints and logical dependencies are
defined and created through QUEST’s user interface
functions.
The VR environment and AUML environment are
integrated through a graphical user interface (GUI)
designed by Java programming language, which provides
a graphic environment for the analysis. A sample screen
(GUI) of tools can be seen in Fig. 7. The interface is
designed in such a way that there are two main divisions:
an AUML models editor and a shop data file editor. The
division on the left is the informational representation by
AUML models. The as-is information models, to-be
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information models, application of consistency rules and
generation of the control driven requirements are the
objectives of the division at the left-hand side. The righthand side is related to shop date file representation,
generated by physical and informational environments
based on XML format file. ELC representation, ELC
execution and the generation of event driven requirements
based on shop data files generated by as-is and to-be VR
models are the tasks of this division.

4 An illustrative example
In the following section a real industrial plant, a ‘mediumsized die-casting factory’, is analysed. This company is
Sahin Metal, located in Istanbul, Turkey. The company uses
a typical die-casting manufacturing machine system for the
batch production of several light-alloy automotive variants
and various aluminium alloy parts, all exported to Europe.
The factory comprises of 12 workstations and is physically

Fig. 8 The as-is VR model of die-casting factory example
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configured from a labour-operated die-casting machine
park, having 11 machines, accompanied by 11 hydraulic
presses for trimming, two vibratory debarring machines,
seven presses for calibrating of the die-cast products and an
automated guided vehicles used for transporting the raw
materials.
The production processes begin with the arrival of the
aluminium ingots to the melting pot of the die-casting
machine from the storage area. At the die-casting station,
castings are produced, batched within baskets and kept for
cooling for approximately one and a half hours. This is
necessary due to thermal protection before the trimming
process. The cooled castings are assigned to trimming
machines, where the runner and gate ways of the diecasting clusters are trimmed out. At each stage of
production, the non-defective parts are batched into the
baskets and then sent to vibratory debarring machines for
washing and surface finishing of the castings. The
calibration presses then perform finishing of the final
products. The products are then sent to the eye inspection
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area before packaging for testing against the possible
defects occurring during processing.
In an effort to the improve productivity and overall
performance, the company is currently investing in more
automation equipment (e.g. robot-operated die casting, two
AGVs for transporting finished parts between machines) in
order to form a fully automated shop floor, while upgrading
the existing shop floor control system by making use of
cost-effective methods. Their main goal is to fully implement holonic manufacturing systems in their factory.
4.1 Construct ‘as-is’ model
The analysis starts with the communication of the analyst
and the user about the physical structure of the factory for
requirements elicitation. The analyst needs the information
such as available resources, control logic, process flow,
products and information flow in order to identify the
different types of holons based on PROSA architecture for
constructing the VR model.
For the die-casting example, the corresponding VR ‘as-is’
model of the factory has been built by considering the
organisation of the current processes of the shop floor under
analysis and divided into the following agents: Order_agents,
Die-machine_agents, Timming_machine_agents, Vibration_machine_agents, Calibrationg_machine_agents, Inspection_agents, Packaging_agents, Supervisor_agents, and….
The information given above is classified and used by
VR-HMS-RA knowledge base to determine the closest
VR reference model from its database. The user can
explore and modify the VR environment to suit the as-is
model of the factory using the virtual object libraries.
For instance, an AGV is added to the selected reference
model. The dynamic attributes of the real AGV in the
factory differ from the candidate object, therefore, the
attributes have to be altered. For example, the AGV
object in the virtual object libraries has a unidirectional,
but in our example the flow direction of the AGV is
bi-directional and runs continuously. These characteristics should be modified on the object. This modification, in turn, updates the VR environment. The created
as-is VR model of the factory under study is shown in
Fig. 8. The next process is to construct the AUML
models, getting help from a typical execution in the
virtual environment.
4.2 Construct ‘to-be’ models
For finalising the analysis and constructing the information
‘to-be’ models, the VR and information models are run
concurrently for the corresponding ELC executions tasks in
order to produce output data for matching the information
files. The regular operations are considered for the preparation
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of ELC execution tasks. Also, the irregularities, which may
take place such as order changes, machine breakdowns etc.,
are taken into account. The VR and AUML models generated
shop data files are then examined by the user for the
consistency and logicalisation. In the case of having discrepancies between the execution outcomes of the models (i.e.
events, processes, negotiations, etc. are not matching), the
mismatches are corrected by reviewing the earlier phases of
modelling iteratively until no mismatches are obtained in
the execution of the system models. Finally, the accurate
shop data is performed for obtaining “to-be” models of
the information model in order to define the requirements
of a typical HMS implementation.

5 Conclusions
A VR-based methodology for the requirement analysis
stage of the holonic manufacturing systems design and
development process, which uses virtual reality for representing a manufacturing system, is presented. Virtual reality
is computer-supported and has better interaction effects for
representing manufacturing systems in operation than other
standard graphical user interfaces. The 3D virtual reality
environment of HMS-RA allows the agents to operate in a
detailed high fidelity world where geometry, shapes and
motion exist. This helps users to collect valid information
quickly and in the correct form resulting in rapid
development of holonic models. An object library serving
as a repository of virtual reference models is developed to
help the modelling of the physical domains. A novel
matching environment for the physical and the informational model domains is suggested to delineate the requirements. A set of rules and a knowledge base is appended to
the methodology. Finally, VR-HMS-RA, a prototype
software tool currently being developed to support the
methodology, is introduced in this paper. Currently, a VRbased CASE tool is being developed for use in requirement
analysis stage of the holonic manufacturing systems. Also,
the presented methodology is being evaluated with real case
studies; for example: the die-casting factory presented in
this work, and a firm of Cylinder Head Manufacturing.
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